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Buying a new car without keyless re-
mote entry is difficult. A car without 
power locks is even harder to find. 

There is hardly a car without an AM/FM radio 
on the market. Although these features come 
standard on most new cars, automotive origi-
nal equipment manufacturers (OEMs) once 
considered them frivolous; maverick car own-
ers had to drive their cars to specialty retailers 
to have them installed. The automotive after-
market, where each of these items debuted, 
has been a testing ground for innovations in 
the automotive industry since Paul Galvin, the 
founder of Motorola, invented the first car ra-
dio, in 1930.

Today the automotive aftermarket products 
industry is a $29-billion-per-year industry that 
employs 4.6  million people in the United 
States, according to the Specialty Equipment 
Market Association (SEMA), a trade group 
representing 5,700 companies. The industry 
has been slowly but steadily growing for de-
cades, up 3 percent in 2003 and projected 
to increase 3.5 percent in 2004, according 
to the Automotive Aftermarket Industry As-
sociation, another trade group. This constant 
growth, SEMA research suggests, is a result of 
consumers driving more miles despite higher 
gas prices. With so much of their lives spent 
in cars, drivers are spending  between $1,500 
and $3,000 on parts and enhancements for 
each car, a considerable jump from $900 just 
six years ago.

Nevertheless, the industry’s growth is only 
slightly ahead of inflation and that less-than-
remarkable revenue growth is not the typical 

In the Aftermarket

AUTOMOTIVE INNOVATION
OFTEN STARTS

AFTER THE SALE
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The Body Electric

INTEGRATING SCIENCE AND IT
IN THE GENOMIC ERA

The biotech and pharmaceutical industries 
are undergoing major changes across 
every dimension of their business 

after recent milestone advances in genomics 
and proteomics. The buzz term “personalized 
medicine” has appeared in the industry lexicon 
to anticipate a scenario in which drugs will 
be tailored to individual patients and disease 
subtypes. Compare that with inflexibility of 
the current system of drug discovery and 
development that yields therapeutics that 
according to GlaxoSmithKline Vice President 
of Genetics Allen Roses, are only effective in 
30 percent to 50 percent of the population . 
Worse, our current system produces some drugs 
discovered to be dangerouns only after the U.S. 
Food and Drug Administration approved them. 
The much-reported cases of Merck’s Vioxx, Pfizer’s 
Celebrex and others has undermined confidence 
in the industry and the regulatory system.

What does the transformation from gross biology 
to genomic detail mean for the industry? Among 
other things, the use of advanced information 
technologies at discovery stages has increased 
significantly to process, store, and analyze the 
flood of data from the genomic analysis and 
molecular science. Information technology is at 
the heart of most companies’ drug discovery 
methods. Aggregate IT capital spending in the 
life sciences is estimated by technology research 
firm META Group to be nearly $25 billion per 
year, including a growing share of spending 
on high-powered bioinformatics applications, 
laboratory instrument management systems 
(LIMS) and predictive computer modeling 
systems meant to mimic the biological functions 
of the human body. 

Continued on Page 5...
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several of its peers in the aftermarket, is hop-
ing to prove itself in the aftermarket first. It 
was the first company to offer consumers a 
way to play MP3s in their automobiles. “Car 
companies see what is going on in digital mu-
sic. In the aftermarket, we have earned cred-
ibility and a place at the table. Car companies 
are bulky and bureaucratic, but not as dumb 
as people think. They are extremely interested 
in adding new technologies, but are also ex-
tremely cautious.”

The aftermarket also gives companies with cut-
ting-edge technologies an opportunity to estab-
lish a revenue stream while pursuing licensing 
agreements with the slow-to-act OEMs. 

“You can argue that the aftermarket will bring 
you profits a lot faster,” said Mark Seigle, Presi-
dent of Neural Networks, a developer of soft-
ware for creating surround-sound systems in 
automobiles. “Digital radio in cars will not be 
common until 2007. We need to make some 
money in the mean time.” However, he added, 
the short-term profits from the aftermarket 
will be dwarfed by potential sales to OEMs.

Therein lies the opportunity for potential part-
ners, investors and regions that work with af-
termarket designers and manufacturers: Once 
a company has shown traction in the after-
market, it is in an excellent position to dra-
matically increase revenues by selling directly 
to carmakers.

Despite the dependency of OEMs on the af-
termarket for new ideas and technology, the 
relationship between the two is not always 
complementary. In some ways, technological 
advances in new auto designs make traditional 
aftermarket integration more difficult. 

“Cars are getting harder and harder to work 
on,” said Andy Hoxenhorn, president of high-
end auto audio equipment provider JL Audio. 
“We can no longer remove the head unit on 
new cars because of the design of air condi-
tioning, heating and computerization. It’s no 

3

signature of an industry that thrives on inno-
vation. Yet that is exactly what the automo-
tive aftermarket is, the venue for cutting-edge 
products automakers are slow to adopt. The 
aftermarket has become a flashy venue for 
avante-garde technologies fueled by inven-
tions, from the Global Positioning System to 
satellite radio. 

“We have to be able to catch the chang-
ing waves in core technologies,” said Patrick 
Lavelle, President of Audiovox Electronics, one 
of the largest aftermarket video system pro-
viders. “The first wave was car radio, then 8-
track, then cassettes, then CDs, and the next 
wave was car security. After that, there were 
cellular phones, then mobile video. Now it’s 
satellite radio and video.”

The aftermarket is a key to 
jump-starting new companies. 
Cutting-edge technologies get 
an opportunity to establish a 
revenue stream while pursu-
ing licensing agreements with 

the slow-to-act OEMs. 

Aftermarket companies displayed over 1,000 
new products at SEMA’s 2004 tradeshow 
held in Las Vegas, Nev., last November, where 
100,000 attendees from 100 countries con-
vened to see the latest products that will drive 
the aftermarket industry in 2005.

The aftermarket, in turn, is a laboratory for 
automakers, who are seeking more revenue 
from each car or truck sold. If the aftermar-
ket did not innovate, it would vanish as auto 
OEMs integrated existing products into cars 
sold at the showroom.

“Most new technology that shows up will be 
in the aftermarket first,” said Sharon Graves, 
CEO of Phatnoise, which designs in-dash and 
in-trunk digital music systems. Phatnoise, like 
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The growing complexity of auto electronics, 
while making aftermarket customization more 
labor-intensive and costly, also opens up op-
portunities for direct collaboration with elec-
tronics developers. Forging these ties, whether 
by handling partnering or facilitating new val-
ue-chain relationships is a promising business 
path for would-be aftermarket players.

“One of the things that is happening in elec-
tronics is that the designs are changing more 
and more quickly,” said Lavelle. “It’s difficult for 
OEMs to stay up on the technology. Due to 
the pace of development, it can take four to 
five years for a car’s design cycle. That’s two 
generations of electronics technology.”  

longer easy to swap out OEM equipment for 
new. Of course, OEMs are just trying to save 
money and add new features. Plenty in our in-
dustry think it’s a giant conspiracy, but I think 
OEMs are just not thinking down the road 
about consumer satisfaction.”

To illustrate an example of an OEM using af-
termarket to promote its sales, Hoxenhorn 
pointed to the past popularity of the Honda 
Civic. Young drivers favored the car because 
its design made its cheap and simple to cus-
tomize. It became a template that drivers 
could customize at whim. However, when 
Honda began adding features, making it more 
difficult to add aftermarket features too, the 
car lost its edge among young consumers and 
sales suffered. 

Proximity to major auto-
motive OEMs is critical to 
companies who seek to 
work hand-in-hand with 

them to incorporate after-
market technologies into 

new vehicle models.

IW

The mismatched pace of development be-
tween high-technology and automobile de-
sign has opened some space for aftermarket 
electronics companies to work directly with 
OEMs during the “pre-market” phase of de-
sign. Automobile manufacturers hoping to en-
able drivers to enjoy MP3s in their vehicles, for 
example, are turning to PhatNoise for a quick 
fix to the need for digital music players. “Our 
solutions rely on a lot of technology outside 
of the car,” said Graves. “It demands connec-
tivity and interaction with personal comput-
ers. Car companies aren’t used to dealing with 
software, coding or anything outside of the car. 
We created this niche ad there is almost too 
much work for us. It’s hard to take all the op-
portunities we have.”

For aftermarket companies hoping to attract 
business of automotive OEMS, networking op-
portunities are critical; tapping investors and 
professional services connections for those in-
troductions is an important aspect of business 
development. As George Alexandropoulos 
President of Geocentric Systems, which makes 
a vehicle entry device, explained, “If you are in 
the aftermarket, you have already researched 
and developed your product. Because we have 
a product and it’s proven to work, we aren’t 
looking for large sums of money. We are look-
ing for introductions to the people who will 
help us bring the product into the market.”

Proximity to major automotive OEMs is criti-
cal to companies who seek to work hand-in-
hand with them to incorporate aftermarket 
technologies into new vehicle models. Eco-
nomic development agencies in auto-rich re-
gions with contacts or existing manufacturing 
locations in the automotive industry may al-
ready have the low cost tools in hand need-
ed to lure aftermarket companies into their 
market.        — Mary Kate Stimmler
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Testing chemical reactions in silico—in computer 
models instead of test subjects’ bodies—allows 
faster and safer testing of a wider range of drug 
candidates and target biological mechanisms. 
Computer modeling is more accurate with the 
advent of petaflop-scale computers and grid 
computing that combine the processing power 
of many PCs to yield massive computational 
capacity. An accompanying IT revolution outside 
of the laboratory that integrates corporate, 
operational, and financial functions of life 
sciences companies is simultaneously reducing 
the cost of bringing a drug to market; albeit 
drug costs have not actually fallen. 

Enterprise resource planning (ERP) and 
customer relationship management (CRM) 
applications, as well as an emerging technology 
known as radio frequency identification (RFID) 
promise to help companies that manufacture 
drugs to more accurately track their production, 
inventory, shipping and sales on a per-unit 
basis. Bottom-line, the cost of a drug may not 
decrease, but it will likely be far more effective 
and less dangerous for the patient.

Providers of these technologies as well as IT 
consultants and systems integrators are in a 
strong position to capitalize on industry trends. 
Scientific advances of the post genomic era 
and operational efficiencies from advanced 
IT integration are anticipated to reduce the 
process of commercializing a drug from its 
current average of 12 to 14 years at a cost of 
nearly $1 billion, to three to five years at a cost 
of perhaps $200 million on average. 

But massive IT investments must and will 
happen before these goals can be reached.

Software that bridges oceans and continents

IT providers working in concert with regional 
interests could play an impor tant role in 
expansion decisions as pharmaceutical 
companies move manufacturing and operations 

Continued from Page 1: into new regions to take advantage of low 
overhead, proximity to key markets, and to 
lower shipping costs. 

A 2004 report by IBM Business Consulting 
Services, Pharma 2010: Silicon Reality, details 
international expansion efficiencies that can be 
achieved through the use of product life cycle 
management (PLM) applications that combine 
ERP and CRM with other IT tools that together 
track products and investments from discovery 
to commercialization.

“A pharmaceutical company typically develops 
a new drug in one country and manufactures 
it at plants in several other countries,” the 
report explains. However a lack of coordination 
between different business units can undermine 
the go-to-market plan. For example, if drug 
development managers don’t coordinate 
with manufactur ing teams, supplies and 
equipment may not be ready when the drug 
is, and regulatory compliance can be at risk. 
“Data related to new drugs are not shared 
electronically, and none of the manufacturing 
systems at the different production sites 
are integrated. Any company that wants to 
overcome these issues will need to install an 
electronic backbone that spans everything 
from early development to marketing and sales 
and that allows information to travel in both 
directions,” according to the IBM report.

Software can be applied to the process at 
clinical stages to enhance drug companies’ ability 
to conduct research in areas of the world where 
there may be desirable patient populations, 
superior science in a particular therapeutic 
area, or low cost overhead, Dr. Teresa Cooper, 
global R&D leader with IBM Business Consulting 
Services Life Sciences Practice said.

“In the R&D space if you can really leverage the 
electronic data capture and harness that rapidly 
from multiple sites, then that will certainly help 
you to enhance clinical development on a global 
basis,” Cooper said. “Many companies are now 

Continued on Page 18...
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Airo Wireless
Airo Wireless provides personal mobile telematics and 
custom-designed mobile communications for governmental 
and corporate clients. It is the only source of GSM telephone 
handsets with integrated global positioning system (GPS) in 
North America. 

Founded: 2000 
Private 
Headcount: 10

12 Piedmont Center, Suite 310 
Atlanta, Ga. 30305 
Ph. 404.526.9700 
Fax 404.846.6208 
www.airowireless.com

Key decision-maker 
Thomas Ventulett, CEO and Founder 
E-mail: tventulett@airowireless.com

CURRENT CRITICAL NEEDS
Airo Wireless is exploring the automotive market for its 
tracking and location technology, which has been primarily 
used in business-to-business applications. The company 
outsources much of its engineering and manufacturing and 
is considering growing its internal operations to fulfill more 
contracts with in-house expertise. 

CRITICAL BUSINESS NEEDS
“When we look at cases like Asia,” said CEO Thomas Ventulett, 
“the number-one thing I think would be significantly beneficial 
would be a local presence with local experts who could work 
with potential clients and help us establish business there.” 
Airo Wireless is also considering expanding its presence in 
Europe and expects to begin opening sales and engineering 
offices in Asia and Europe within six months.

PARTNERSHIPS 
Aero Wireless is seeking partnerships with automotive OEMs in 
Asia, Europe, and Africa. The company is also seeking partnerships 
with insurance firms interested in GSM tracking for theft prevention 
and wireless technologies for emergency responses.
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GROWTH METRICS
The company estimates 60 percent 
year-over-year revenue growth in 2004 
and predicts doubling or tripling its 
revenues in 2005 based on its current 
contracts. 

OTHER KEY EXECUTIVES
Jeff Moore, VP Sales 
James McCraw, VP Marketing 
Brian Troxell, Dir., Engineering & 
Technology

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
The company employs a variety 
of professional service agencies as 
needed. It currently works with firms 
in the United Kingdom, Finland, and 
Switzerland.

PARTNERS
Current Aero Wireless partners include 
T-Mobile, BAE, FleetBoss, DynCorp, and 
others.

CUSTOMERS
The U. S. government is Airo Wireless’ 
largest customer. Other customers 
include General Electric’s roadside 
assistance program and companies that 
require corporate fleet management 
and personal tracking of personnel to 
avoid and respond to kidnapping. 

TRADE SHOWS/CONFERENCES
Feb. 14-17, 2005: 3GSM World 
Congress, Cannes, France 
March 14-16, 2005: CTIA, New Orleans, 
La.

MAKING CONTACT 
Partnering: Thomas Ventulett 
Public relations: Leigh Miller, 
404.526.9700, lmiller@airowireless.com 
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ALK Technologies Inc.
ALK develops real-time global positioning system (GPS) 
navigation tools and the data to support them. ALK’s systems 
rely on real-time technology that provides users turn-by-turn 
directions, automatic route recalculation, near real-time traffic 
reports and detour information. ALK’s technology has been 
co-branded by automotive OEMs and is included in some 
current model BMW and Ford vehicles. The company also 
offers independent navigation systems that work with pocket 
PCs, cell phones, and laptops.

Founded: 1979 
Private 
Headcount:  100

1000 Herrontown Road 
Princeton, N.J. 08540 
Ph. 609.683.0220, fax 609.252.8166 
www.alk.com

Key decision-maker 
Garrett Dreir, CEO 
Ph. 608.252.8130, e-mail: garry@alk.com

 
CURRENT CRITICAL NEEDS
ALK believes Asia, Western Europe, and North America to be 
its three most promising markets. It is “looking carefully with 
potential OEM clients in Asia,” said CEO Garrett Dreir. ALK’s 
technologies are being tested by automotive OEMs in China. In 
North America, ALK has unrealized potential as in-car navigation 
systems are only slowly becoming popular. Consumer interest in 
Europe has forced automakers to offer in-car navigation devices 
much more broadly than in the U.S. market. 

CRITICAL BUSINESS NEEDS
Dreir said the company has no specific plans, but must enter 
the Asian OEM market “as soon as possible.” The company has 
no facilities in Asia and will likely require offices in the region 
to support OEM customers there. Dreir said he welcomes all 
support available from IPAs and potential partners, especially 
introductions to potential OEM partners.

PARTNERSHIPS 
The company is seeking partnerships 
with automotive OEMs, especially 
in Asia, that seek to include in-car 
navigation technologies in new 
models. Close partnerships with Asian 
companies are essential, said Dreir, 
because the partners will bring to the 
table a firmer understanding of local 
customs and business climates. 

GROWTH METRICS
The company does not disclose specific 
financial information. However, its 
technology has received widespread 
media and industry attention and 
several awards. 

GLOBAL FACILITIES
London, U.K.

OTHER KEY EXECUTIVES
Mike Wlodyka, Chief Computer 
Architect
Tom Shea, Jr., Marketing Specialist
Ralf Carter, Engineering Advisor

CUSTOMERS
Ford, BMW, U.S. Department of 
Defense

TRADE SHOWS/CONFERENCES
The company has not yet finalized its 
2005 tradeshow schedule.

MAKING CONTACT 
Partnering: Garrett Dreir 
Public relations: Mary Kelly, Kelly@alk.
com 
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Atmel Corp.
Atmel designs and manufactures semiconductors, including 
advanced logic, nonvolatile memory, mixed-signal and RF-
integrated circuits for tier-one providers to the automotive 
industry, as well as electronics and semiconductors for military, 
aerospace, security, communications, consumer electronics, and 
computing markets. 

Founded: 1984 
Public, (NASDAQ: ATML), market capitalization: $1.527 billion 
Headcount: 8,000

2325 Orchard Parkway 
San Jose, Calif. 95131 
Ph. 408.441.0311, fax 408.436.4200 
www.atmel.com

Key decision-makers 
George Perlegos, President, CEO 
Automotive Contact, Robert McConnell, VP and General 
Manager, RF and Automotive Business Unit 
Ph. 408.436.4355, e-mail: bob.mcconnell@hno.atmel.com

CURRENT CRITICAL NEEDS
Although Atmel’s revenues from automotive customers 
rose 13 percent in 2003 and are expected to grow at a 
similar pace in 2004, the company considers this growth 
disappointing because it is not keeping pace with overall 
expansion in the automotive electronics markets. Robert 
McConnell, vice president of Atmel’s automotive unit, said it 
is critical that the company focus on new geographic markets, 
including Japan and the United States.

“Japan is such a tough deal,” said McConnell, “It is really hard 
for a Western company to figure out the business model. 
Japanese cars probably have 90 percent or more Japanese 
electronic content. But we must attack the market with 
additional technical people in Japan and find a way to be 
successful there.” 

CRITICAL BUSINESS NEEDS
In order to serve automotive customers in Japan, Atmel may 
need to add technical employees in the country, where it 
currently only leases offices and employs sales personnel.  
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PARTNERSHIPS 
Atmel partners with tier-one 
electronics suppliers to the automotive 
industry. The company welcomes any 
partnerships that would expand its 
automotive customer base, especially in 
North America and Asia.

GROWTH METRICS
The company saw 32 percent year-over-
year growth in sales for its automotive 
and RF division during the third quarter of 
2004. Between 2002 and 2003, sales to 
Asia grew six percent.

GLOBAL FACILITIES
The company has 22 North American 
facilities and 21 international sales 
offices. Its automotive operations are 
concentrated in Germany. The company 
leases sales offices in Hong Kong; 
Singapore; Tokyo and Osaka, Japan; 
Seoul, Korea; and Taipei, Taiwan. 

OTHER KEY EXECUTIVES
Gust Perlegos, Executive VP 
Tsung-Ching Wu, Executive VP 
Fran Barton, Executive VP, CFO

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Legal: internal 
Accounting: PricewaterhouseCoopers

CUSTOMERS
Continental-Temic, Daimler-Chrysler, 
Delphi, Hella, Lear, Marelli, Robert 
Bosch, Siemens-VDO

TRADE SHOWS/CONFERENCES
Jan. 25-27, 2005: Photonics West, San 
Jose, Calif. 
Feb. 14-17, 2005: 3GSM World 
Congress, Cannes, France 
March 7-10, 2005: Embedded Systems 
Conference, San Francisco, Calif.

MAKING CONTACT 
Partnering: Robert McConnell 
Public relations: Clive Over, 
Corporate Communications Director, 
408.451.2855, cliveover@atmel.com 
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eSilicon Corp.
eSilicon designs custom semiconductors for electronics 
companies, including telematics, communications, and 
automotive companies. Its chips are included in GPS systems, 
automotive sensors, and Apple Computer Inc.’s iPod. 

Founded: 2000  
Private, $71 million in five rounds of funding 
Headcount: 78

501 Macara Avenue 
Sunnyvale, Calif. 94085 
Ph. 408.616.4600, fax 408.991.9567 
www.esilicon.com

Key decision-maker 
Jack Harding, CEO 
Contact Vice President of Marketing Mike Gianfagna, 
408.616.4650, mike@esilicon.com

CURRENT CRITICAL NEEDS
eSilicon is evangelizing its chips and design services to Japanese 
electronics makers, including manufacturers of automotive 
electronics. The company, which also offers electronics supply 
chain management services, views the vertically integrated 
Japanese electronics and automotive industries as a big 
opportunity to outsource chip design and manufacturing.

CRITICAL BUSINESS NEEDS
The company considers business contacts in Japan as essential 
to its success; it has already hired key Japanese executives for its 
technical advisory board. In December, the company will officially 
open a four-engineer Japanese sales office in Shin Yokahama. 

PARTNERSHIPS 
eSilicon partners with semiconductor manufacturers, materials 
suppliers, testers, packagers and designers. 

GROWTH METRICS
In November 2004, the company announced $26 million 
third-quarter revenues, representing 300 percent year-over-
year revenue growth. Despite an extremely poor market for 
semiconductors, the company has routinely “defied gravity,” 
according to CEO Jack Harding, and “proven that there are 
still profits to be had within the industry.”  
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OTHER KEY EXECUTIVES
Mike O’Malley, CFO, VP Finance 
Jim Kupec, COO 
Dan Cattone, VP Worldwide Sales

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Legal: Fenwick & West 
Accounting: KPMG

BANKING RELATIONSHIP
Commercial: Silicon Valley Bank

CUSTOMERS
eSilicon does business with 
electronics manufacturers in a 
broad range of industries, including 
automotive, telematics, consumer, and 
communications.

TRADE SHOWS/CONFERENCES
March 5-11, 2005: Design Automation 
and Test in Europe, Munich, Germany

MAKING CONTACT 
Partnering: Mike Gianfagna 
Public relations: Jason Caldwell (Shelton 
Group), 972.239.5119  
ext. 119, jcaldwell@sheltongroup.com 
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Osram Sylvania, owned by Osram 
GmbH, a division of Siemens
Osram Sylvania, the North American operations of Osram, 
claims it is the largest lighting company in North America. 
As Siemens’ automotive lighting operation, it designs and 
manufactures interior and exterior lighting components for 
vehicles. The company intends to be a major supplier of light 
emitted diodes (LED) and optic semiconductors that provide 
energy in LEDs to automotive OEMs in the near future. 

Founded: 1901 
Seimens: public (NYSE: SI, Xetra:SIE), $69.89 billion 
Headcount: 11,200 (35,535 Osram worldwide)

100 Endicott Street 
Danvers, Mass. 01923 
Ph. 978.777.1900 
Fax 978.777.2152 
www.sylvania.com

Key decision-maker 
Wolf-Deiter Bopst, CEO 
Contact Ronald Obrien, Corporate Communications Director, Sylvania 
E-mail: Ronald.obrien@sylvania.com

CURRENT CRITICAL NEEDS
Osram Sylvania is investing to become a key provider of 
cutting-edge lighting technologies. LED technology must sell 
at prices low enough to compete with traditional vehicle 
lamps, so the company keeps its prices competitive by shifting 
operations to low-wage countries in Asia. In 2003 Osram 
reported a “very pleasing increase” in its sales to Japanese 
automobile companies and predicts it will pull farther ahead 
in the race to provide lighting to Asian automakers as it 
introduces new technologies.

CRITICAL BUSINESS NEEDS
Osram cannot publicly disclose its plans or projections for 
sales in Asia. However, in order to work more closely with 
OEMs, the company may need to reallocate some of its U.S.-
concentrated automotive operations to Asia.
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PARTNERSHIPS 
The company partners with Paris-
based Valeo Management Service, a 
tier-one automotive parts supplier, to 
provide complete headlight modules to 
automotive OEMs; it welcomes inquiries 
from other potential partners.

GROWTH METRICS
Despite negative currency effects of 
more than 10 percent in 2003, Osram 
reported 13 percent growth in the 
Asia-Pacific region. 

GLOBAL FACILITIES
Osram GmbH has 57 subsidiaries 
and sales offices for 99 countries, and 
maintains 54 production plants in 18 
countries. Osram Sylvania uses its 
parent company’s facilities on an as-
needed basis.

OTHER KEY EXECUTIVES
Charlie Jerabek, Pres., Osram Sylvania 
Jorg Schaefer, VP Production & 
Engineering 
Thomas Seeberg, VP Finance & HR

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Legal: internal 
Accounting: KPMG

CUSTOMERS
The company does not disclose the 
names of customers but claims to 
do business with almost all major 
automotive OEMs, which include Ford, 
Chrysler, General Motors, BMW, and 
Cadillac.

TRADE SHOWS/CONFERENCES
Osram attends or participates in trade 
shows in support of key customers.

MAKING CONTACT 
Partnering: Ronald Obrien 
Public relations: Hilary Chalmers 
(GreystonePartners), 845.223.1950, 
hilary@greystonepartners.net 
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Dendrite International Inc.
Dendrite serves the world’s top-20 pharmaceutical companies 
with software that improves sales and marketing effectiveness. Its 
application suite includes sales automation, customer relationship 
management, clinical trial management, and through the recent 
strategic buyout of Richmond, Va.-based BuzzeoPDMA, regulatory 
compliance for pharmaceutical products. 

Founded: 1986 
Public: (NASDAQ: DRTE) $735.52 million market cap, $46.13 
million cash on hand 
Headcount: 2,500

1405 Route 206 South  
Bedminster, NJ 07921  
Ph. 908.443.2000  
Fax 908.443.2100 
www.dendrite.com

Key decision-maker 
Anthony Bianciella, Director of Corporate Marketing  
Ph. 908.443.2000; E-mail: anthony.bianciella@dendrite.com

CURRENT CRITICAL NEEDS
Dendrite enables increased outsourcing of sales, marketing 
and compliance functions expected to drive pharmaceutical 
strategies to lower its customers’ costs. It will pursue global 
business growth through direct investment and acquisitions. 
Although the public company can’t reveal specific expansion 
plans before they are announced, its target regions for 
expanded sales efforts include Latin America and Asia-Pacific 
and countries where regulatory compliance standards for 
pharmaceuticals will be established in the coming years. 

CRITICAL BUSINESS NEEDS
From a technology perspective, Dendrite is interested in 
implementing radio frequency identification (RFID) technology 
worldwide to allow customers to more efficiently track 
and monitor their pharmaceutical manufacturing, sample 
distribution and inventories. This represents a significant 
opportunity for proven RFID developers to forge global-scale 
relationships with Dendrite.
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PARTNERSHIPS 
Dendrite partners on a regular 
basis with companies that develop 
technologies that complement its 
solutions portfolio. It also considers 
acquisition of partners.

GROWTH METRICS
Third-quarter earnings grew 53 percent 
year-over-year on revenues of $99.4 
million, a seven-percent increase over 
2003. The company projects first-
quarter 2005 revenues in the range 
of $210-$220 million. International 
operations were up 44 percent.

IT PROVIDERS
Dendrite collaborates with WebForce,  
Business Objects SA, FirstLogic Inc., 
Informatica Corp., Interwise Inc., 
Microsoft Corp., Oracle Corp., QlikTech 
International AB, SAP AG, Sybase Inc., 
and Tibco Software Inc.

GLOBAL FACILITIES
Dendrite has a presence in more than 
26 countries. Nearly half of its employees 
are outside the United States.

OTHER KEY EXECUTIVES
John E, Bailye, Director, CEO 
Paul L. Zaffaroni, President, COO 
Kathleen E. Donovan, CFO, Sr. VP 

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Legal: Internal
Accounting: Deloitte and Touche

CUSTOMERS
Merck; Novartis; Pfizer; Sanofi-Aventis; 
Roche; Bayer; Eli Lilly; GlaxoSmithKline,; 
and Johnson & Johnson

TRADE SHOWS/CONFERENCES
Feb. 13-15, 2005: Pharmaceutical Marketing 
& Sales Global Summit, Lake Buena Vista, Fla.
Feb. 23-25, 2005: Clinical Trials Congress, 
Philadelphia, Pa.
February 28-March 1, 2005: Integrated 
Marketing for the Pharmaceutical 
Industry, Philadelphia, Pa.
March 16-17, 2005: eMarketing for 
Pharmaceuticals, Philadelphia, Pa.

MAKING CONTACT 
Partnering: Paul Zaffaroni, partners@dendrite.com
Public relations: Palmer Reuther, 
Racepoint Group, Inc., 781-487-4606, 
preuther@racepointgroup.com
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Prosanos Corp.
ProSanos provides data integration and analysis software and 
consulting services to biotechnology companies and research 
organizations engaged in clinical, biologic, and genomic research.

Founded: 2000 
Public: Undisclosed initial investment, has operated on current 
revenues since October 2001 
Headcount: 35

7590 Fay Avenue, Suite 403 
La Jolla, Calif. 92037  
Ph. 858.456.5223 
Fax 858.456.5001 
www.prosanos.com

Key decision-maker 
Jonathan A. Morris, M.D., CEO  
Ph. 858.456.5223, ext. 104; E-mail: jon.morris@prosanos.com

CURRENT CRITICAL NEEDS
Prosanos seeks to launch sales in Europe by the second 
quarter of 2005. It is evaluating potential medical research 
marketing partners in Europe and Asia with complementary 
products or technologies. The United Kingdom, Germany, 
France, Spain, Italy and the Netherlands are initial targets. 

CRITICAL BUSINESS NEEDS
The company will likely follow initial marketing of its products 
in new regions with expanded support staffing and server 
installations. The company is particularly concerned about 
intellectual property protection in new markets and will rely 
on local governments and partners. Interested regions and 
partners can use economic incentives and their proximity to 
key customers to influence Prosanos’ location decisions. 

PARTNERSHIPS
The company invests actively to ensure that installation and 
management of its products are fast and easy, and to maintain 
upward and backward compatibility with existing products. It 
is investigating value-added solutions in third-party software, 
and opportunities to work with partners to link healthcare 
providers, disease information and clinical data for improved 
drug safety. 
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IT PROVIDERS
ProSanos uses analytical, data 
integration and modeling software 
to analyze and interpret complex 
relationships among disease processes, 
treatment practices, drugs, and 
genetics. Its systems are a combination 
of proprietary and off-the-shelf 
technologies including S-Plus analytic 
software from Insightful Corp., Oracle 
and Microsoft SQL Server databases, 
and Windows- and Linux-based 
application servers running in a tiered 
development and hosting environment.

GROWTH METRICS
Prosanos has increased headcount by 
75 percent in the last year and grown its 
client base while maintaining profitability. 

OTHER KEY EXECUTIVES
Alice Chu, VP Biostatistics 
Alan Hochberg, VP Research
Stephanie Reisinger, VP Development
Joachim Schupp, VP Clinical Data Services

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Legal: Reed Smith, LLP; Foley & Lardner, LLP
Accounting: Ernst & Young

BANKING RELATIONSHIPS
Commercial:  Regents Bank

CUSTOMERS
Hoffman-La Roche; Enzon 
Pharmaceuticals,; U.S. National Institute 
of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; Maxim 
Pharmaceuticals; ISTA Pharmaceuticals; 
and Fujisawa Healtcare Inc. 

TRADE SHOWS/CONFERENCES
Feb 16-18, 2005: Patient Registries 
Conference, Bethesda Md. 
Mar 16-18, 2005: Focus on Fungal 
Infections, Miami, Fla.
May 17-19, 2005: Bio-IT World 
Conference & Expo, Boston, Mass. 

MAKING CONTACT 
Partnering: Jonathan Morris
Public relations: John Cosgrove, 
Cosgrove Communications LLC, 
412.422.8417; jc@cosgrove.com
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Carbogen AG
CarboGen provides process research services to pharmaceutical 
companies, focusing on the supply of active pharmaceutical 
ingredients (APIs) for early-stage drug development through 
Phase-II clinical trials. Its sister company, AMCIS AG provides process 
development and API manufacturing for clinical and commercial use.

Founded: 1990 
Public: Fully owned subsidiary of Solutia Inc.*  
Headcount: 200

Schachenallee 29 
CH-5001 Aarau, Switzerland   
Ph. (+41) 62 836 48 00 
Fax (+41) 62 836 48 10 
www.carbogen.com

Key decision-maker 
Dr. Alan Eric Fischer, Head of IT, CarboGen and AMCIS  
Ph. (+41) 62 836 49 51 
E-mail: AlanFischer@carbogen.com

CURRENT CRITICAL NEEDS
Carbogen devotes significant resources to its IT infrastructure 
to differentiate from competitors, lock in customers, and gain 
operational efficiencies. New hardware and software are added 
constantly to improve its IT backbone, which includes enterprise 
resource planning (ERP), customer relationship management 
(CRM) and laboratory instrument management systems (LIMS), 
as well as their integration and secure networking internally and 
among customers for data exchange.  

CRITICAL BUSINESS NEEDS 
Carbogen is examining applications for secure document 
collaboration internally and externally using Secure Sockets 
Layer (SSL) protocol or virtual private network (VPN) 
technology. It is considering Microsoft’s Sharepoint Portal 
Server technology and may also implement collaboration 
systems such as eRoom Digital Workplace from eRoom 
Technologies Inc. and Groove Networks Inc.’s Groove Virtual 
Office. It would also like to integrate applications into a secure 
Web-based portal for customers.
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IT PROVIDERS
Twenty percent of sales were devoted 
to IT capital spending in 2004 as well 
upgrades and maintenance. It runs a 
customized version of Microsoft’s Axapta 
ERP and BizTalk interface with Saratoga 
Systems Inc.’s iAvenue CRM platform 
for automated invoicing and managing 
customer data. Applied Biosystems Inc.’s 
SQL-based LIMS manages a large volume 
of analytical data. ERP and CRM integration 
is outsourced to Langenthal, Switzerland-
based Columbus IT Partner Schweiz, 
and LIMS adaptation to Kaiseraugst, 
Switzerland-based Vialis GmbH. 

GROWTH METRICS
In 15 years Carbogen has grown to 200 
employees, 75 of whom hold Ph.D.s, and 
has established two facilities in Switzerland. 

OTHER KEY EXECUTIVES
Bruce Greer, President 
Mark Griffiths, Director of Operations
Steve Cracknell, Commercial Director 
Gaudenz von Capeller, Director of Finance
Rolf Schäfer, President AMCIS

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Legal: Solutia internal counsel for U.S. law 
and outsourced in other matters
Accounting: Deloitte & Touche

BANKING RELATIONSHIPS
Commercial: UBS Switzerland
Investment: Rothschild

TRADE SHOWS/CONFERENCES
Apr. 13 -14, 2005: BioFine, Berlin, Germany
Apr. 20-22, 2005: CPhI Japan 2005, Tokyo, Japan 
June 19-22, 2005: BIO 2005, Philadelphia, Pa.  
Nov. 1-3, 2005: CPhI 2005, Madrid, Spain

MAKING CONTACT 
Partnering: Alan Fischer
Public relations: Ann Smith, Senior 
Account Executive, Standing 
Partnership Public Relations, 
314.469.3500, asmith@standingpr.com

*Solutia Inc. is a U.S. corporation 
currently in Chapter 11. Carbogen, as 
a legally and financially independent Swiss 
company, operates under Solutia Europe 
S.A.. Solutia Inc. has retained Rothschild 
investment bankers to seek options for 
divesting or spinning out Carbogen and 
its other European divisions as part of its 
reorganization strategy.
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Accelrys Inc.
Accelrys develops computational science software and informatics 
tools for researchers working in drug discovery and chemical and 
material development.

Founded: 2001 
Public: (NASDAQ: ACCL) $156.14 million market cap, $59.52 
million cash on hand 
Headcount: 600+

10188 Telesis Court, Suite 100  
San Diego, Calif. 92121    
Ph. 858.799.5000  
Fax 858.799.5100 
www.accelrys.com

Key decision-maker 
Dr. Scott Kahn, Chief Science Officer 
E-mail: skahn@accelrys.com

 
CURRENT CRITICAL NEEDS
Accelrys has built many overseas market opportunities for 
research and commercialization through investments in people 
and facilities. It will continue the same strategy and though 
it can’t disclose specific expansion details it has indicated 
an interest in both China and India as targets for further 
physical expansion due to both countries’ rapidly developing 
biotechnology and scientific capabilities.

CRITICAL BUSINESS NEEDS 
Accelrys is a proponent of partnerships with other biotech 
information technology providers and even competitors. “We 
embrace ‘coopetition’ in its richest form,” said Scott Kahn, chief 
scientific officer, explaining that Accelrys must provide customers 
with open software architectures around which they can build 
custom solutions. It seeks to improve its offerings by partnering 
with and licensing the platforms of other IT providers. 

PARTNERSHIPS 
The company’s current partnering objectives are to 
collaborate on developing a bioinformatics infrastructure for 
information and applications so that customers can assemble 
custom business processes within the research environment.  
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IT PROVIDERS
Accelyrs collaborates with IBM in software 
development and uses Sheffield, U.K.-
based Barnard Chemical Information 
Ltd.’s Markush Toolkit to develop 
combinatorial chemistry applications. It 
also relies on Hewlett Packard Co.’s Tru64 
UNIX operating system running on HP 
AlphaServer hardware to deliver materials 
research capabilities. Its cheminformatics 
and bioinformatics applications run on 
Sun Microsystems operating systems. 
Oracle Corp. databases underlie many 
of its data, information and knowledge 
management products. Simulation and 
modeling products run on Intel-based 
computers that use United Devices Inc.’s 
MetaProcessor platform to support grid 
computing. It manages the licensing of its 
products using Macrovision’s FLEXlm.

GLOBAL FACILITIES
Cambridge, UK: cheminformatics and 
material sciences center of excellence, 
roughly 200 employees
Bangalore, India: software engineering and 
bioinformatics center of excellence, roughly 
100 employees
Approximately100 sales employees are 
located worldwide, including offices in Tokyo, 
Paris, Seoul, Korea and Munich, Germany

OTHER KEY EXECUTIVES
Mark  J. Emkjer, President, CEO 
John J. Hanlon, Exec. VP and CFO 
Dr. Scott Kahn, CSO 
Nic Austin, VP R&D 
Eric Januszko VP, Information Systems

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Legal: Wilson Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati
Accounting: Ernst & Young

CUSTOMERS
Aventis; Bayer; Glaxo SmithKline; Novartis; 
Pfizer; Amgen; Biogen Idec; and Genencor

TRADE SHOWS/CONFERENCES
Feb. 28-March 1, 2005: Drug Design 
Conference, London, UK 
March 15-16 2005: InfoTech Pharma/Drug 
Discovery Technology Conference, London, UK

MAKING CONTACT 
Partnering: Scott Kahn
Public relations: Ian Clements, 
PhD, Corporate Communications, 
858.799.5440, iclements@accelrys.com
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Transtech Pharma Inc.
TransTech discovers and develops drugs using its proprietary TTP 
Translational Technology that maps genomic and proteomic data to 
small-molecule therapeutic compounds and includes a bioinformatics 
system that captures, archives and stores data during every cycle of 
the drug-discovery process. 

Founded: 1999 
Private: $100 million in five rounds of equity funding 
Headcount: 80

4170 Mendenhall Oaks Pkwy. 
High Point, N.C. 27265  
Ph. 336.841.0300  
Fax 336.841.0333 
www.ttpharma.com

Key decision-maker 
Adnan M. M. Mjalli, President and CEO 
Ph. 336-841-0300 ext. 101; Assitant: Sally Hansen, ext. 130 
E-mail: amjalli@ttpharma.com

 
CURRENT CRITICAL NEEDS
TransTech’s lead drug for thromboembolic disorders is currently 
in Phase-II trials taking place at 25 sites in five European countries 
chosen based on their level of expertise and experience with 
this indication. The same location criteria will apply to future trials 
for the drug, as well as for its Phase-I Alzheimer’s drug.  In the 
next few years the company would like to dramatically increase 
its headcount and become a fully functioning pharmaceutical 
company with manufacturing in the United States and key 
overseas regions based on where its drugs are approved and 
commercialized. Business relationships established in the next two 
to three years will define those manufacturing locations. 

CRITICAL BUSINESS NEEDS 
TransTech’s eight-person internal IT staff combines its TTP 
Translational technology with software elements from various 
vendors to create customized solutions. The company 
welcomes discussions with IT suppliers that can improve 
the performance of informatics, high throughput screening, 
biological targeting and optimization, and data storage and 
archiving technologies. 
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PARTNERSHIPS
TransTech is interested in continuing drug-
discovery and development partnerships 
with companies seeking technology and 
collaborations to expand and accelerate 
their product pipelines. 

IT PROVIDERS
CEO Adnan Mjalli said TransTech’s 
technology is a “moving target.” Investments 
continue in a range of tools including Oracle 
databases, IBM Lotus Domino platform, 
Sun Microsystems Inc. Solaris-based 
computational chemistry tools, and Dell 
hardware. Morrisville, NC based InCentric 
Solutions, LLC was used for initial Lotus 
Domino implementation and migration. 
Vendors are CDW and PC Connection.

GROWTH METRICS 
In five years, TransTech has raised more 
than $100 million, developed a unique 
proprietary discovery platform and 
advanced two compounds to clinical stages. 

OTHER KEY EXECUTIVES
Robert C. Andrews,, SVP Chemistry 
William V. Buccella, Sen. VP Legal Affairs 
Stephen L. Holcombe, Senior VP, CFO 
Stephen J. Ireland, S VP Business Development

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Legal: outsourced on an as-needed basis
Accounting: Ernst & Young

BANKING RELATIONSHIPS
Commercial: Central Carolina Bank, 
Wachovia Bank

CUSTOMERS & PARTNERS
TransTech’s drug discovery and 
development partners include Merck & 
Co., Novo Nordisk, Cephalon Inc. and SIGA 
Technologies, Inc.

INVESTORS
MacAndrews & Forbes Holdings (Donald 
G. Drapkin, Vice Chairman and Director) 
(Todd Slotkin, Executive Vice President and 
Chief Financial Officer), Novo Nordisk A/S.

TRADE SHOWS/CONFERENCES
Transtech will attend all biotechnology Industry 
Organization (BIO) events in 2005

MAKING CONTACT 
Partnering: Adnan Mjalli
Public relations: Bert Woodard, Next 
Level Communications, 704.332.9060 
woodardbert@bellsouth.net
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Nexense Inc.
Nexense designs and manufactures proprietary sensors for 
automotive, biotechnology, communications and other applications. 
Its technology uses direct digital measurement to convert any 
physical phenomena into units of time, enabling sensors for 
applications which were once cost-prohibitive or impossible 
to build. Companies from a variety of high-tech industries have 
contracted the company to design sensors for specific applications, 
which, when completed, Nexense will commercialize. 

Founded: 1990 
Private and profitable 
Headcount: 25

350 Third Avenue, Suite 780 
New York, N.Y. 10010 
Ph. 201.518.5637 
Fax 201.336.9166 
www.nexense.com

Key location decision-makers 
Asialee Huang, VP of Worldwide Business Development  
E-mail: asia@nexense.com

CURRENT CRITICAL NEEDS
Nexense is currently hiring sales representatives in Japan and plans to 
open a distribution office there in the next 12 months. The company 
is planning similar expansion in Europe in the next 18 months. It 
recently moved its headquarters into the United States from Israel.

CRITICAL BUSINESS NEEDS
“We are a very small technology sitting on a very big technology,” 
said Asialee Huang, Nexense vice president of worldwide business 
development.  “We have too many opportunities. Reaching 
them is a matter of resources. We like to stay very lean and 
gradually hire in order to control growth and minimize risk.” The 
company has identified biotechnology, aerospace, automotive and 
communications as their top priorities. Because of the prominence 
of all these industries in Japan, the country is Nexense’s first choice 
for an international office. Huang said “high level contacts” in is 
target industries would be the most helpful form of assistance from 
potential contacts. Nexsense is exploring possible applications in 
the homeland security markets and would appreciate information 
government agencies could provide it about possible partnerships.
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PARTNERSHIPS 
Although the company does not 
disclose the names of its partners in 
the biotech, aerospace, automotive 
and other industries, its partners are 
integral to the company’s business plan 
because they pay Nexense to develop 
the sensors that it then commercializes 
for a profit. 

GROWTH METRICS
In 2004 Nexense doubled its 
headcount and the total number of 
square feet its offices occupy. 

DOMESTIC & GLOBAL FACILITIES
Yavne, Israel: research and development, 
20 staff

OTHER KEY EXECUTIVES
Arik Ariav, CEO 

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Legal: Yigal Arnon and Co.
Accounting: Ernst & Young  

BANKING RELATIONSHIPS
Nexense is currently considering new 
commerical banking providers

CUSTOMERS
Nexense claims major automotive 
manufacturers, tier-one automotive 
suppliers and biotechnology companies, 
including GE Healthcare, are among 
their customers.

MAKING CONTACT 
Partnering: Asialee Huang
Public relations: Peter Weissberg, CPR 
Strategic Marketing Communications, 
pweissberg@cpronline.com, 
241.641.1911
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PhatNoise Inc.
PhatNoise develops integrated software, hardware, 
connectivity and media technologies that enable digital 
entertainment, such as the playing of MP3 files, in 
automobiles. It markets factory-approved high-capacity digital 
entertainment systems distributed by automotive OEMs and 
through aftermarket retail outlets.

Founded: 1999 
Private, Series C funding led by Ascend Venture Group 
Headcount: 28 
 
1950 Sawtelle Ave, Suite 200 
Los Angeles, Calif. 90025 
Ph. 310.954.3600  
Fax 310.954.3601 
www.phatnoise.com

Key location decision-maker 
Sharon Graves, President and CEO 
Ph. 310.954.3572; E-mail: sharon@phatnoisecom

CURRENT CRITICAL NEEDS
Although PhatNoise has no immediate plans for opening new 
facilities, its international business is growing rapidly. Its small 
staff must travel extensively to Europe and Asia to conduct 
sales and provide engineering services. According to CEO 
Sharon Graves, “There is almost too much work and it’s a 
challenge to keep up on all the opportunities.” Additional 
staffing and presence abroad could enable the company to 
reach its full potential.

CRITICAL BUSINESS NEEDS
In August 2004 the company signed its first contract with 
a Japanese OEM, Mazda. The company anticipates the initial 
entry into the Japanese market will spur interest from 
other Asian OEMs. Furthermore, its present customers are 
beginning to integrate PhatNoise products into models sold 
outside North America, further necessitating a presence in 
Europe and Asia.
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GROWTH METRICS
Since 2003, the company has won 
contracts with Volkswagon, Audi, 
Mazda and General Motors. It earned 
the “Most Promising Expansion Stage 
Company of the Year” from The Venture 
Forum and the Frost and Sullivan 
“Automobile Entrepenurial Company of 
the Year” awards in 2004.  

PARTNERSHIPS 
PhatNoise partners with Visteon to 
sell to customers who prefer working 
through a Tier-1 provider. It also 
sells aftermarket products through a 
distribution relationship with Kenwood. 

OTHER KEY EXECUTIVES
Dannie Lau, EVP Business and Product 
Development, Co-Founder
Susan Paley, VP of Business 
Development
Dan Benyamin, CTO, Co-Founder

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Legal: Internal
Accounting: PriceWaterhouseCoopers

CUSTOMERS
Kenwood, Audi, Volkswagon, Mazda, 
General Motors

MAKING CONTACT 
Partnering: Sharon Graves 
Public relations: Kirsten Osolind 
(Reinvention Inc.) 312.804.9914, 
Kirsten@reinventioninc.com
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looking towards expanding their abilities to run 
clinical trials in Asia Pacific, Latin America and 
Eastern Europe. Putting in place some of the 
initial procedures to run clinical trials in a place 
like China may have been more difficult in the 
past, but if you can actually try to leverage an 
electronic data capture or remote data capture 
so that you’re going straight to the source, that 
may actually make it significantly easy to do the 
trials in those areas.”

Integration Spawns Opportunity

Which are the biotech and pharmaceutical 
companies investing in advanced IT systems? 
Companies ahead of the adoption curve 
most often are those that are compelled to 
differentiate themselves (e.g, for marketing 
reasons), bind themselves to customers 
for longstanding relationships (e.g., to use 
logistical relationships to lock a customer into 
a partnership) and to lower costs and increase 
development efficiency. 

Swiss development chemistr y company 
Carbogen AG (profiled on page 13), for 
example, devotes significant resources to 
upgrading its software and hardware, especially 
to differentiate itself with service supported by 
a combination ERP, CRM and LIMS components 
that pharmaceutical companies come to depend 
on rather than insourcing those capabilities.

“We test and upgrade [platforms] all the time. 
We have to. We look out in the market to see 
where things are going and what is available to 
us,” said Alan Fischer head of IT at Carbogen. 
Data exchange security is an ongoing challenge 
across the industry, Fischer said, to protect 
valuable intellectual property. Secure document 
collaboration tools and a Web-based portal 
to share information with customers in real 
time for example, are the company’s biggest IT 
objectives at the moment. 

“It’s a moving target,” said Adnan Mjalli, president 
and CEO of drug discovery company Trantech 
Pharma (profiled on p. 15) about his company’s 
IT needs. “As we improve on any discovery 

Continued from Page 5:
we have, there is always a new need and it’s 
continuous.” The company has an eight-person 
IT group that constantly evaluates new packages 
and tools from a host of IT vendors, that account 
for a commanding portion of the $100 million 
Transtech has spent in the last four years. 

This formula of bringing together a number 
of best-of-breed components in different 
functional areas to create a unique IT backbone 
is increasing in frequency as compatibility issues 
threaten to torpedo the collaborations the 
pharmaceutical industry has come to depend 
on as data volumes increase. 

“Integration isn’t what it used to be, said Michael 
Webster, director of life sciences for manufacturing, 
supply chain management and CRM software 
developer Ross Systems (profiled on p. 16). “It’s 
not as complicated. Entire companies have been 
built around integration—how to do it how to 
optimize it.” 

Computational science and informatics software 
developer Accelrys Inc. (profiled on p. 14) 
advocates open-ended software solutions that 
customers can build on, as well as collaboration 
with its fiercest competitors to integrate 
components that meet each customer’s unique 
IT needs. It’s a necessity that simply wouldn’t 
have occured to data processing developers in 
the 1980s and, even, 1990s. 

“We embrace coopetition in its richest form and 
we think that’s quite important,” said Accelrys 
CSO Scott Kahn, “We provide a solution that 
is broader than what we sell as a product, and 
taking an open stance and embracing people 
that we compete with for the benefit of our 
clients a big part of that.”

Even industr y giants such as IBM have 
transformed their approach to par tnering 
oppor tunities. In entering the life sciences 
and bioinformatics business, IBM’s size has 
forced small teams to focus on specialized 
disciplines that had been the purview of 
smaller niche providers. Yet IBM isn’t crushing 
these small competitors, it is par tnering with 
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them, even opening up significant channels 
for those companies.

“We’re always on the lookout for forming 
partnerships or strategic alliances with smaller 
companies that will enable us to actually 
enhance our offerings and enhance the right 
solutions to our overall clients,” said IBM’s 
Teresa Cooper.

This trend towards increased integration works 
in favor of IT providers, consultants and system 
integrators at all levels because it creates myriad 
points of entry throughout the life sciences. 
The biotech and pharmaceutical companies, as 
well as technology providers themselves, have 
ever-increasing data capture, processing and 
analysis needs. These companies’ growth will 
also create opportunities for regions interested 
in developing life sciences activity.        — 
Michael Boland
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